2008 ford fusion serpentine belt replacement

Last Updated: November 18, References. To create this article, volunteer authors worked to edit
and improve it over time. This article has been viewed , times. Learn more Today's modern
vehicles use a serpentine belt to drive the air conditioning system, alternator, water pump,
smog pump and power steering pump. Previously, these systems used multiple belts on pulley
systems with a number of ways to manually tighten the belts. The serpentine belt system
consists of only one belt and one automatic belt tensioner. The process is often tricky with
various manufacturer's designs, but is not very difficult and may be done using basic hand
tools. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article Steps. Tips and
Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Determine repair parts needed: All moving parts
are subject to failure and you may need to remove the serpentine belt to replace the belt itself or
one of the components it drives. Park the vehicle in a level spot and set the emergency brake.
Turn the engine off and chock the rear wheels for both directions. Raise the hood of the
vehicle's engine compartment and set the hood brace to keep it open, if so equipped. Engine
caution: Remove the negative battery cable connector from the battery terminal to be sure that
no one will be able to actuate the engine or starter. Look for a diagram decal posted near the
front of the engine compartment that lays out the serpentine belt. Most likely, it will be mounted
on the top of the radiator shroud or cover. If there is not a diagram, be sure to get one, such as
in a repair manual or draw one carefully and clearly. Locate the serpentine belt auto tensioner
pulley using the diagram. The auto tensioner and its pulley is a spring-loaded device that keeps
the serpentine belt tight. Its pulley is usually smooth while the other pulleys are grooved. The
way to remove tension will be to pivot the tensioner using a tool 1 on the nut of the tensioner
pulley, or 2 a special tool-lug outcropping from the tensioner or 3 in a square opening in the
bracket of the tensioner pulley, cover or cap that protects the spring. There is often an idler
pulley in the system which looks rather similar to the tensioner pulley -- but it is not a
tensioning device, not spring loaded. After letting the engine cool thoroughly, use one of the
tools mentioned below to pivot the tensioner pulley to take the tension off the belt. Remove any
belt guard, cover or fan cowling as necessary -- for instance on a belt driven fan on some
rear-wheel-drive vehicles on older cars, on trucks, etc. It may be attached with plastic snap in
retainers or screws or both. Be sure to put all such covers back on later. Serious damage
caution. Do "not" cut the belt: Avoid such a "short cut", as that can cause the tensioner or
where it attaches to be damaged when it springs back violently. Using the "universal" hexagon
hex nut type: Select a socket wrench, a combination or adjustable wrench and insert it over the
pulley hex nut you may need a "cheater pipe" to slip over the wrench handle to lengthen it and
give you more leverage. Often a ratchet and socket is to thick to fit Chrysler products have used
the universal hex-nut on the tensioner pulley in the narrow space between the engine and
chassis or front fender, on front wheel drive engines. Then a box end wrench or special, rented,
long-handled tool may be used. Patented lug feature: Use an open end wrench on a patented
"tensioner rigid lug" that accepts an open end wrench, available only with certain
manufacturers' engines. Borrow or rent: Get a thin, flat, long-handled, serpentine belt removal
tool or kit with various size low profile sockets and "crow-feet", open-end attachments at an
auto parts store. Follow the instructions in your manual, or a sheet that may come with the tool
or ask for advice from an experienced "handy-man". Caution against injury: Be careful to
neither let the tool slip nor release the tool handle suddenly or it could sling the tool, and
damage the auto or possibly cause serious injury. Push or pull, logically: You may push down
on the tool handle -- if the belt is over the tensioner pulley -- or pull up, if the belt passes under
the tension pulley but not necessarily, as that direction depends on the design and orientation
of the tensioner and the belt. Note: It is a very heavy spring tension, and pivoting the tensioner
is often not possible with a short handled tool. Hold the tension from the belt, and slip the belt
off the auto tensioner pulley to remove the belt and pulley system. Slowly release the tension to
avoid damage or injury, and then remove the tool from the belt auto tensioner. Carefully
examine the pattern as you remove the belt from the remaining pulleys, to be sure that you
understand the routing of the belt for replacing it later in reverse sequence. If it is not to be
reused -- or would be in your way such as while installing a water pump or such -- remove it
from the engine compartment. If the belt is not connected to the alternator or power steering
pump, yes, you can. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 2. It depends on your knowledge and
expertise. Anywhere between 30 minutes-2 hours. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 2. Place the nub of the

ratchet wrench into the square hole of the tensioner pulley and rotate the wrench. Try both
directions, which will require you to flip the selector on the wrench to the opposite direction so
you can loosen or tighten. The tensioner will move only in one direction, and when moved will
release its grip on the belt. Make sure you study how the original belt wraps around the various
pulleys. It depends on: a if the belt is located in the front of the engine and b if your engine bay
is very limited in space. Typically you wouldn't have to. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Unanswered
Questions. How can I remove the pulley from a tensioner? How do I change my serpentine belt
in a 90's model of GMC? Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Most auto
supply stores will "rent to own" serpentine belt removal tool the long, flat, thin breaker bar to
you at no cost, when you buy but then return it for a refund within the specified time 48 hours at
some stores or a longer time at others. Helpful 6 Not Helpful 6. Replace any belt guards, cowling
-- or splash shields to cover bottom of the engine. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 4. Helpful 2 Not Helpful
6. Reverse the procedure to reinstall the serpentine belt on the pulley system auto tensioner. Be
careful to get the belt on the the other pulleys and aligned properly on all parts of the
complicated routing, then apply the tool to allow the belt to be slipped onto the tensioner pulley.
Alternatively, if the idler pulley is more accessible easy to reach -- while holding the tool with
one hand, already having put the belt on the tensioner pulley. Now using the tool to un-tension
the belt system, then you might get it onto the idler pulley more readily than onto the tensioner
pulley. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Helpful 3 Not Helpful 2. Burns: The temperature generated by the
engine can cause severe burns or hot water scalds. Wait until the engine has cooled to work on
anything on the vehicle that is near it, or the engine exhaust pipes. Helpful 4 Not Helpful 4.
Helpful 1 Not Helpful 2. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: 7. Updated: November
18, Categories: Belt Drives. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times.
Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you
agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are
agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Learn something new
from wikiHow's experts! Start Now. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people
around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Last
Updated: September 6, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors
and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 13 references
cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed
69, times. Learn more The serpentine belt in most modern vehicles transfers power from the
crank pulley to the various accessories mounted on the engine. A worn or damaged serpentine
belt can fail to adequately transfer the power, leaving your alternator, power steering, and air
conditioning failing to function. If your serpentine belt needs to be replaced, it can be done
using only common hand tools. To replace a serpentine belt, start by locating the old belt at the
front or side of your engine bay. Then, use a wrench to relieve the auto tensioner so you can
pull the belt off of the pulley system. If your vehicle doesn't have an auto tensioner, look for an
alternator bracket and loosen the bolts in it instead. Next, get a new serpentine belt with the
same width and number of ribs as the old one, and route it through the pulley system. Finally,
apply tension to the new belt by tightening the auto tensioner or alternator bracket. To learn
how to tell if an old serpentine belt needs to be replaced, scroll down! Did this summary help
you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt,
grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing
high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a
contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
parts. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Pull the hood release inside the cabin of the
vehicle. To access the serpentine belt, you will need to open the hood of the vehicle. The hood
release can usually be found near the door on the driver's side of the vehicle. If you are having
difficulty locating the hood release or safety latch, refer to your owner's manual for guidance.
Disconnect the battery. You should always disconnect your battery before starting an
automotive project. Use the appropriate sized wrench or socket to loosen the nut holding the
black ground cable on the negative terminal of the battery. You will not need to disconnect the
positive terminal. Locate the serpentine belt. Depending on the engine in your vehicle, the
serpentine belt may be located at the front of the engine bay, or it may be along one side. There
may be engine covers in the way, so be prepared to remove them if need be. If you cannot find
your serpentine belt, refer to the service manual for your specific vehicle. Look for signs of
damage or wear on the belt. Once you have located the serpentine belt, inspect it visually for

signs of damage. If the belt is frayed, coming apart, or has marks that indicate that it has been
rubbing on something, it will need to be replaced. It is usually easy to determine if a belt needs
to be replaced, as they tend to crack or lose chunks when they are overworn. If there are signs
of the belt rubbing on something, make sure to identify and repair whatever it was rubbing on to
avoid damaging the new belt. Find the serpentine belt routing diagram. Many cars come with a
sticker in the engine bay that shows exactly how the serpentine belt is supposed to be routed
through the various pulleys on the engine. If your vehicle does not have a sticker, you will need
to find another way to remember how the belt should be run. You can also take a picture of the
existing belt with your cell phone to use as a guide when installing the new one. Part 2 of
Determine if there is a belt tensioner pulley. Depending on the application, your serpentine belt
will either have tension placed on it using a movable bracket or an auto tensioner pulley. This
pulley uses an internal spring to apply consistent pressure to the belt at all times. Refer to your
vehicle's service manual to confirm what type of tensioner your vehicle uses if you aren't sure.
Use a wrench to relieve the auto tensioner. Auto tensioners have either a hole that will fit a half
inch drive ratchet, or a bolt you can use a socket to apply pressure to. Insert the wrench or
place the socket over the bolt on the tensioner and twist it away from the belt to relieve the
tension on it. Be sure to use the right size socket to avoid stripping the bolt head on the
tensioner. Loosen the bolts in the alternator bracket. If your vehicle uses the alternator bracket
to apply tension to the belt, loosen the two bolts that pass through the long eyelets on the
bracket. As you loosen the bolts, the tension on the belt will likely move the alternator toward
the engine and relieve the pressure. Pull the belt off of the pulleys. With the tension relieved
from the belt, pull it off of the pulley that has been placing tension on it, then remove it from the
around the rest of the pulleys on the engine. Part 3 of Compare the new belt to the old one. Look
at the new belt in comparison to the old one to be sure they are the same width and have the
same number of ribs going across the belt horizontally. The old belt may be slightly longer than
the new one due to stretching. Make sure the new belt doesn't show any signs of damage from
the factory or it may tear after you install it. Route the belt through the pulleys. Run the new belt
through the pulleys in exactly the same way the old one was. Refer to the belt diagram in your
vehicle's owner's manual or the picture you took of the belt before removing it to guide you. If
the belt is loose after routing it, it is either the wrong size belt or you've routed it incorrectly.
Apply pressure on the auto tensioner and put the belt over it. Use the same wrench to loosen
the auto tensioner pulley, then pull the belt over it. Once the belt is in place, release the
pressure on the tensioner so it holds the belt in place. Increase the tension on the belt. If your
vehicle does not have an auto tensioner, insert a pry bar or piece of wood between the
alternator and the engine. Run the belt over the alternator pulley, then use the bar to pry the
alternator away from the engine and increase the tension on the belt. Tighten the bolts again as
you apply tension. Be careful not to pry against anything plastic in your engine bay to avoid
breaking anything. It's impossible to say without knowing the year, make, or model of your
vehicle. You should be able to do a search online to find some tips on replacing parts for your
specific vehicle. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Unanswered Questions. What causes a serpentine belt
to shred? Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. More References 4. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors:
7. Updated: September 6, Categories: Belt Drives. Article Summary X To replace a serpentine
belt, start by locating the old belt at the front or side of your engine bay. Thanks to all authors
for creating a page that has been read 69, times. Did this article help you? Cookies make
wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Quincy Tha
Billionaire Jun 30, Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails
according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! Ford Fusion owners have reported 42 problems related to engine belts and pulleys under
the engine and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Fusion based on all
problems reported for the Fusion. Tl- the contact owns Ford Fusion. The contact stated that
when start the vehicle to drive, the batter warning litht illuninated and mention that the power
steeritn failed and the serpentine belt detached and was not running the alternator. The vehicle
was not taken to a dealer or an independent mechanic for a diagnostic testing. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the fialure. The failure mileage was , See all problems of
the Ford Fusion. Rear seat belt gets stuck when folding seat down causing it not to fold back
up. I purchased the car on October 21st of I have had nothing but issues with this car basically
sense purchasing it. I bought the car with 54, miles. I was up to about 74, with the need to
replace a motor. I did so, before I replaced the motor the battery light was on. I changed the
alternator believing that would be the issue, I also replaced the belt with it thinking I might as

well. Still battery light was on. So I even went and changed the battery and still a battery light. I
have dumped nothing but money into this car sense purchasing it. I have been reading nothing
but issues with these Ford Fusions ans believe Ford needs to be held accountable for this
because so many others are experiencing these issues and now I believe the ecm is going to be
replaced. I bought this car thinking a new car would be a good investment for my family and to
go back and fourth to work which has been not the case. I have had old war horse trucks with
over k miles run and drive but knew they would need to upgraded to a newer family car. I really
do not think Ford is taking account for the real issues they are having with their new vehicles
they are selling to the public who are trying to make a living and with constant electrical
problems that just isn't right. Basic maintenance is understandable but to have all of these
issues just seems unacceptable. Tl the contact owns a Ford Fusion. Contact stated that while
driving at various speeds, the engine and air bag warning light illuminated. The vehicle loss
motive power and acceleration. The contact drove the vehicle back to the residence. The vehicle
was taken to mel hambelton Ford, inc, located at w kellogg dr, wichita, KS , to be diagnosed.
The contact was informed that the coolant was pressed into the cylinder and the engine needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure recurred. The manufacturer was
contacted and informed of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately , Tl- the contact
owned a Ford Fusion. The contact stated that while driving about 60 mph, the vehicle made
popping sound and emitted smoke from underneath the hood. The overheating light illuminated.
The vehicle was pulled to the side, and within seconds, the vehicle was engulfed in flames. The
fire department was called and extinguished the fire. The fire report was filed. There was no
injury reported. The vehicle was totaled and was towed to a tow yard. The contact called the a
plus auto sales dealer , located at cincinnati columbus rd, west chester, OH where the
technician stated that he did not know that the vehicle was part NHTSA recall numbers: 16v seat
belts and 17v engine and engine cooling the manufacturer was not made aware of the failure.
The failure mileage was 90, Tl-the contact owns a Ford Fusion. The contact stated that the driver
front seat belt could not restrain. In addition, the contact also stated that the engine overheating
with white smoke coming out of the exhaust pipe. The vehicle was taken to citrus motors Ford
dealer, s woodruff way, ontario, CA , and was informed the mechanical safety issues that was
listed as recall, the VIN was not included. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and provided a case number: unknown. The failure
mileage was approximately 75, I bought my Ford Fusion from used car lot had it for 2 years I
keep maintenance up in timely manner. About 6 to 8 months ago my car has no power when
driving it jerks like I was hit from behind and when changing lanes I try to speed up I press gas
pedal but car goes nowhere only high revving sound takes a minute to pick up speed its uses
alot of gas and 4 months my seat belt has trouble locking in belt. I still have and drive my car to
and from work but its only getting worse. Tl- the contact owns a Ford Fusion. The contact stated
that while driving at 30 mph, there was an abnormal clicking noise detected from the vehicle as
the steering wheel seized. The vehicle was towed to the contacts resident. An independent
mechanic came to take a look at the vehicle and informed the contact that the idle pulley bolt
fractured and half of the bolt was stuck in the engine. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer for a
diagnostic test or repairs. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure
mileage was approximately While driving in to work on multiple different occasions, the
serpentine belt had come off. The power steering went out and the engine started to overheat.
On 3 different occasions I have had my car towed to a shop to get fixed. Each time it was the
idler pulley bolt being broken. This all happened while the car was in motion twice on the
highway and once on a residential street. There is a loud clinking sound and the car growls.
While driving various speeds, an abnormal noise was heard coming from the engine
compartment. There was no warning indicator illuminated. On three occasions, the idle pulley
bolt fractured and needed to be replaced. Foster Ford, inc arizona Ave, holton, KS , was notified
by phone of the failure. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was , My wife was driving home in madison wisconsin in her Ford Fusion with the 1.
The car had only been running for about five minutes when the engine coolant overtemp
warning came on. She was already in the exit lane and pulled off the beltline and stopped at the
base of the exit ramp at xxxxxxx tire and auto. It did not help and the entire engine compartment
including the hood, fenders, windshield and right front tire were completely burned up. A police
and fire report was filled out. The car had a little over miles on it and had been regularly
serviced. Over a year ago the engine coolant bypass solenoid was replaced at the Ford dealer in
evansville WI. We never received word on the recall. The contact stated while driving at
unknown speeds the vehicle was overheating additionally, there was coolant leaking on the
ground. The check engine warning light was illuminated. The vehicle was towed to the local
dealer capitol Ford capitol expressway auto mall, san jose, CA where diagnosed that coolant

leaked into the engine and head gasket, camshaft and timing belt, and needed to be replaced.
Additionally, the cam phasers may be sticking and additionally, diagnostic testing was needed.
The manufacturer was contacted and informed the contact that the vehicle was not included in
NHTSA campaign number 17v engine and engine cooling. The failure mileage was 64, Idler
pulley bolt has broken twice in the 2 years I've had this vehicle. Each of the bolts snapped and
got stuck in the engine block. When the bolt breaks it results in a loss of power steering, the
engine starts to overheat, and other issues occur due to the serpentine belt coming off track.
Each time this has happened to me on a very busy highway and almost caused a collision. The
contact stated the vehicle emitted excessive heat from the engine compartment. The contact
also stated that the vehicle emitted an abnormal odor. The vehicle was taken to koch 33 located
hecktown rd, easton, PA where it was diagnosed that the turbo was defective and needed to be
replaced and performed NHTSA campaign numbersv seat belt and 17v engine and engine
cooling. The manufacturer was notified of the issue however no further assistance was offered.
The failure mileage was The contact owns a Ford Fusion. While driving approximately 65 mph,
the contact was alerted by someone that smoke was noticed from the rear of his vehicle. The
vehicle was pulled over to the side of the road and the engine was turned off. The contact
opened the hood and saw flames towards the back of the engine compartment. The contact
extinguished the fire. The vehicle was driven to a grocery store parking lot where the fire
restarted. The contact called the fire department, but the fire extinguished on its own by the
time the fire department arrived. A fire report was not filed. The vehicle was towed to the
contact's residence. The contact called the huntington beach Ford dealer at located at beach
blvd, huntington beach, CA and was informed that the technician would call him back. The
failure was not diagnosed or repaired. The contact mentioned receiving notification of NHTSA
campaign numbers: 16v seat belts and 17v engine and engine cooling. The failure mileage was
approximately 92, VIN tool confirms parts not available. The contact owned a Ford Fusion. While
traveling highway speeds, the passenger noticed an abnormal burning odor. The contact turned
on the air conditioner and smoke emitted into the cabin of the vehicle. The vehicle lost power
and the contact was able to see flames from the side mirror. The passenger was able to exit the
vehicle. When the contact attempted to exit the vehicle, the door jammed. The contact had to
apply excessive force in order to exit the vehicle. Upon leaving the vehicle, it became engulfed
in flames. The fire department was contacted and extinguished the flames. A police report was
filed. The vehicle was towed to a salvage yard where it was deemed destroyed. Santa monica
Ford Lincoln in santa monica, CA performed the repair. The manufacturer was not contacted.
The failure mileage was approximately 68, While driving my engine intermittently shuts off. The
car will still be "on". In the sense that the ac and radio and other features are still working, but
the car will not accelerate or move. I have to put it in park. And restart it. I have done several
things, change belts, changed alternators, changed cam shafts, and finally after that thousand
dollars was spent the code I'm getting read from my mechanic is for the throttle body shut
down. While driving 50 mph, the "engine cooling over temperature" warning indicator
illuminated. The contact pulled the vehicle over to the side of the road and waited approximately
45 minutes for the engine to cool. The contact restarted the vehicle and drove it home. The
contact received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers: 16v seat belts and 17v engine and
engine cooling. The parts to do the repairs were unavailable. The contact stated that the
manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The dealer was not
contacted. The manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. The failure mileage was 67,
While driving on the beltway, the car accelerated then started slow down. I merged off of the
beltway and onto a ramp to get somewhere safe. At the ramp the car light of the air bag came on
then, the car came to a stop, and all the lights came on. And the hood of the car was smoking. I
lifted the hood and saw the fire under the engine. We moved away from the car and luckily a
man in a work truck saw us and had a fire extinguisher and put the fire out. The car is with the
dealer but, nothing has been completed at this time. My wife 5 months pregnant was driving at
the posted speed of 70 mph when the pulley and bolt sheered off. Her car was nearly struck
from behind by several vehicles as well as not being able to steer the car herself. Looking at
Ford Fusion blogs, this appears to be a common problem that Ford has not fixed in their earlier
models. Madison, WI,west beltline hwy, headed west bound in middle lane, Jan 21, , am: at 60
mph on 6 lane hwy car suddenly slowed to a crawl. A wrench icon appeared on the driver's
dash panel with statement "check owner manual". I pressed the accelerator but no response.
This was repeat of a similar incident on Jan Turn off car, waited 1 minute and did a re-start
much like my desk top pc. Immediately drove to middleton WI Ford dealer who had worked on
car previous week Jan for same failure a bent wire found. During the Jan period the dealer in a
road test experienced the same failure. Left car with dealer for a 8 days while out of town. Dealer
could not repeat failure. Apparently discussed with Ford hq. Was told the file would be kept

open and the bring it in again if it failed. My wife now calls car the "death trap" and refuses to
ride in it!. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers: 16v seat belts and
17v engine. The manufacturer was notified of the issue. The contact had not experienced a
failure. The parts needed for the repair were not available. The contact called nourse Ford n
bridge st, chillicothe, OH , phone: where it was diagnosed that the parts were not available for
the repair. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers: 16v seat belts and
17v engine and engine cooling ; however, the parts to do the repairs were unavailable. The
contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall
repairs. The contact called auto nation Ford , located at gulf fwy, houston, TX and it was
confirmed that the parts were not available. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue and
was not able to confirm when the parts were to become available. The contact stated that an
independent mechanic inspected the vehicle. The dealer mullinax Ford of kissimmee e irlo
bronson memorial hwy, kissimmee, FL diagnosed the vehicle and replaced the alternator
assembly, transmission, battery, and drive train. In addition, the vehicle was included in NHTSA
campaign number: 16v seat belts and a manufacturer's extended service campaign to address a
failure concerning modules for the accessory protocol interface module. The dealer indicated
that the parts had been unavailable for months concerning the recall. The contact was to check
to verify the extended service campaign because the dealer made no mention. The
manufacturer was notified of the contact's concerns. The failure mileage was not available. I
have replaced the broken bolt on the idler pulley for the second time in 6 months. This is an
annoying issue with this engine. Fortunately it happened on statrt up so we were in the
driveway. Had it happened on the highway, the loss of power steering could have easily
resulted in a fatal crash. The bolt is poorly designed and needs to be larger and or harder. If this
is not fixed someone will eventually be killed. How many deaths does it take to warrant attention
by Ford???. The air conditioning compressor clutch fell off the vehicle while driving. The bolt
retaining the clutch assembly sheared off resulting in the clutch assembly separating from the
compressor pulley. The contact stated that while in park, the contact noticed smoke and fire
coming from the engine compartment of the vehicle. The contact did not sustain any injuries.
The fire department was able to extinguish the fire. The vehicle was towed to an auto body
repair center. The contact was unsure if the vehicle was diagnosed based on the failure. The
vehicle was destroyed. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
83, Idler pulley bolts failed causing loss of power steering and alternator. Vehicle was stationary
at the time. If this happened while driving on a highway, vehicle would be difficult to steer. This
is the second time this part has failed in 6 months. Car has extreme, loud, embarrassing belt
area noise. In checking with two local Ford service departments I am told this happens all the
time and is common. Ford should take care of this problem for those affected which I am told
are most that have been so unfortunate to have purchased a Fusion of the year This is ongoing
from 0 to 70 mph. The contact stated that the ignition switch was turned to the on position, but
the vehicle did not start. The vehicle was examined by an independent mechanic who
diagnosed that the battery failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but failed
to accelerate. The independent mechanic later diagnosed the vehicle and stated that the pulley
bolt failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 60, Belt
idler pulley attachment bolt broke off while negotiating a corner, detaching the pulley from the
front of the motor causing sudden loss of power steering assist, alternator charging, and engine
cooling. Ford Fusion equipped with the 2. This issue has now happened multiple times, with
multiple parts replaced each time in an attempt to fix the underlying issue. The contact stated
that after starting the vehicle, the idler pulley fractured. I have a Ford Fusion. The idler pulley
bolt has broken 3 times in less than a year. I've read in multiple online forums that once this
starts to happen, it continues to happen every few months. I never know where or when it will
leave me stranded. This seems like a fairly common issue for the Fusion; just google " Ford
Fusion idler tension pulley". I'm wondering why nothing has been done about the poor
engineering and design of this bolt that is obviously inadequate?. The idler pulley is causing a
bolt to snap in two that's assisting in holding it in place, which prevents the engine belt from
rotating and causing the belt to fall off the belt did not break making me lose power steering.
This is the second time this has happen to me within a months time. This is very dangerous
lucky it only happen once while I was driving on my street. The other time it happen I was
parked in my driveway and I noticed it when I tried to back out and could not turn my wheel. I
am afraid to put my kids into the car because this could happen again while we are out and
about. They had to pull the whole engine out the second time just to get the bolt out. Car
Problems. Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On
problems. Coolant Leaking problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. Engine Stall

problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Vehicle Overheat problems. Engine Cooling
System problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Squealing noise from engine
area. Idler pulley was leaning against engine block. Bolt that holds idler was broke. Bolt broke a
month later. Squealing again, took back to dealership. Replaced for free under warranty since
used factory parts. The tension pulley that holds the serpentine belt is held by a single screw.
This piece of junk screw keeps breaking. I have fixed it three separate times. I have had it and
now I am trading the car. I have fixed it three times in less than six months. If you have a
for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: replace factory
bolt with shorter bolt 2 reports not sure 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a
helpful site for this Fusion problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of
repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. A Drive Belt Tensioner is a pulley mounted to either a spring mechanism or to an adjustable
pivot point that is used to keep constant tension on your serpentine belt. That is the big long
belt in the front of your engine. The tensioner rides on the outside surface of the belt to put
pressure, or tension, on the belt and against the pulleys that drive things like the alternator,
power steering, air conditioner, etc. Tensioners usually come with pulleys; they are normally
replaced together. Also, when replacing a tensioner, the drive belt usually must be removed. A
mechanic may recommend replacing the belt as well. Your drive belt tensioner should always
be inspected when your drive belt is serviced. During routine maintenance and inspection, your
drive belt system should be reviewed to make sure that all the components are in working
order. The drive belt tensioner will usually last longer than the drive belts, so as long as your
tensioner is inspected or replaced when your drive belts are, your belt system should remain in
good shape. The air conditioning, power steering, and alternator in your vehicle are given power
through the drive belt. The belt is attached to both the crankshaft and these systems, and
transfers power from the engine to drive each of these components. The drive belt tensioner is
responsible for keeping the tension in the drive belt, which allows it to continue moving and
transferring power. When the drive belt tensioner fails, the tension in the drive belt will begin to
diminish, and the vehicle will not operate as well. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: Tensioners usually come with pulleys; they are
normally replaced together. How it's done: Check for any noise in the engine usually a squeaky
or grinding noise. Remove the drive belt s in most cases. Inspect drive belt pulleys. Check the
drive belt tensioner. Remove and replace the tensioner if faulty. Start car to see if noise is gone.
Our recommendation: Your drive belt tensioner should always be inspected when your drive
belt is serviced. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Drive Belt
Tensioner? Unusual noise squeaky or grinding sound every time you start the engine. How
important is this service? Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Ford Jobs. Auto service in
Your City. Meet some of our expert Ford mechanics Real customer reviews from Ford owners
like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jesus 6 years of experience. Request Jesus. This
man rocks. He was efficient, communicative, and straightforward. Chet 35 years of experience.
Request Chet. He goes above and beyond, Lets me know what was being done and what needs
to be done with my car. Raymond 35 years of experience. Request Raymond. Raymond was on
time, very courteous and fixed the problem. Simon 25 years of experience. Request Simon.
Great mechanic! How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Drive Belt Tensioner Replacement.
For more information go to Notes: 0. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your
best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Drive Belt part. Returns
Policy. Shop Ford Fusion Drive Belt. Showing 1 - 7
ac switch wiring diagram
amazoncom pin
parts of a hard drive diagram
of 7 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Effective Length Top Width :
0. Part Number: DY Part Number: DYE Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured Brands.
Dayco Drive Belt - Serpentine belt Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Replacement the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Nov 23, Aways get parts on time,.

Purchased on Nov 09, Jun 28, Great fit and inexpensive. Iris Diaz. Purchased on May 29, May 14,
Excellent condition and service. Great part with great performance. Came on time and in perfect
condition. It was an exact match! Brittany Lathan. Purchased on Mar 02, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. How to Replace a Drive Belt On the other hand, older vehicles often use
multiple v-belts also known as fan belts to connect the accessories to the crankshaft pulley.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

